INTRODUCTION {#sec0005}
============

The International Parkinson Disease Genomics Consortium (IPDGC) is a group of highly collaborative researchers focused on understanding the basis of Parkinson disease (PD) and related disorders including Lewy body diseases, progressive supranuclear palsy, and multiple system atrophy.

The initial formation of the IPDGC, in 2009, was borne out of a realization that no single investigator could deliver on the promise of modern human genetics in isolation. To truly leverage the incredible gains in genetic technologies in the PD space, at scale, would require a highly collaborative approach. This notion brought a small group of PD geneticists together, with the common goal of building an effective, transparent, and functional collaboration. This group, like others, had previously collaborated on a smaller scale, and often in competition with each other.

At that time the disease genetics field, perhaps more than most, was a highly competitive one, where huge gains could be made by individual discoveries. Indeed, the identification of novel, disease-causing genetic mechanisms mostly involved small groups leveraging precious clinical resources and traditional linkage and positional cloning approaches. The resulting novel genetic insights formed the basis of the fields ensuing functional and mechanistic work, and thus such discoveries were scientifically seminal. A corollary of this impact was that such discoveries could launch a career, or at the very least secure funding for the winning group. The stakes were high, there was little reward for second place, the work could be performed by individual investigators, and there was little mechanism for shared success; thus the groups that functioned as gene-hunters tended to do so in competition. This was not a wholly negative approach, competition spurred groups to work incredibly quickly and efficiently, and the pace of discovery, when considering the amount of work required, was high.

However, from ∼2005 onward the genetics field began to witness a revolution. The development of methods for highly parallel genotyping and the generation of knowledge resources such as the Human Genome Project and the International HapMap Project provided the tools and blueprint for understanding the influence of common genetic variability on human traits, including disease. Conversely to previous efforts, this work required large sample series, and was particularly amenable to the aggregation of data. This represented a sea change in genetics. Understanding that each center's individual ability to discover robust association was limited, the groups that were previously in competition with each other, had to devise ways to work together. In many ways the early seeds of the IPDGC were sown by a coordinated effort in genome wide association (GWA) experiments in PD that began in 2008 \[[@ref001]\]. This revealed that sharing, of what were at the time large data, across centers was not only feasible, but necessary, and that when this was done effectively, transformative discoveries could be made. The genesis of the IPDGC came from a rather informal meeting held in Paris in 2009, where a small group of ∼10 investigators established loose criteria for working together. Essentially these were centered on unfettered data sharing, no individual restrictions on the work of each scientist, an understanding that there would be no surprises, and a commitment to help each other on projects. The in-person IPDGC meetings have continued in force over the last decade, with at least one meeting every year hosted by members in Berlin and Tubingen (Germany), Vienna (Austria), London (United Kingdom), Paris, Toulouse and Nice (France), Reykjavik (Iceland), San Diego, Miami (United States of America), Amsterdam (The Netherlands) and Lisbon (Portugal). It is notable that until two years ago there was no external monetary support for these meetings, with each attendee paying their own way. In the last two years, attendance of a dozen or more junior scientists has been sponsored by the Parkinson Foundation, something we are truly grateful for. The last IPDGC meeting included ∼90 attendees, PD scientists across disciplines and from academia, the government, PD foundations, and industry. Here we comment on the history of discovery in IPDGC and then extend this to a view toward the future, and our expectations for the next period of IPDGC research.

IDENTIFICATION OF GENETIC RISK LOCI ASSOCIATED WITH PARKINSON DISEASE {#sec0010}
=====================================================================

The coordinated analysis of GWA data was perhaps the first success for IPDGC and has continued to be a mainstay of our work. The IPDGC has led or been major contributors to the majority of GWA in PD over the last decade \[[@ref001]\]. This work has centered on available genome wide SNP genotyping of IPDGC members case and control cohorts from the USA, Canada, England, Wales, The Netherlands, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Austria, Finland, Norway, Estonia, and Australia ([Fig. 1](#jpd-10-jpd191854-g001){ref-type="fig"}). These studies have involved collaboration within IPDGC and with groups from industry, including Genentech and, notably, 23andMe, who have a continued interest in PD. The source diversity and size of these sample series has grown considerably, from the first efforts that centered on ∼1,500 cases and a similar number of controls, to the most recent effort that included dense genotyping in more than 50,000 cases and proxy-cases, and ∼1.4 million controls \[[@ref007]\]. The latest effort, published this year, marks another major step forward in our understanding of the genetic architecture of PD. As in other disorders, as sample size has grown, so has power and the number of loci detected. Currently, there are more than 90 known risk loci for PD. The sample sizes described here certainly show an evolution in our capability for testing of genetic association in PD. It should be noted however that sample series in other complex traits continue to evolve also, with extremely large sample series and continued returns. Work assessing the genetic contribution to traits such as lipid levels, type 2 diabetes, or coronary heart disease have each leveraged between ∼70,000 and ∼180,000 cases and provided novel biological insights \[[@ref008]\].

![Overview of the currently included countries in the IPDGC and IPDGC-affiliated efforts. IPDGC, International Parkinson Disease Genomics Consortium; LARGE-PD, Latin American Research Consortium on the Genetics of Parkinson Disease; Lux GIANT, Luxembourg-German-Indian Alliance on Neurodegenerative diseases and Therapeutics.](jpd-10-jpd191854-g001){#jpd-10-jpd191854-g001}

As the complexity of these data sets has grown, so has the sophistication of downstream analyses. Initial work centered solely on the identification of risk alleles. However, understanding that genetic association testing could be applied to expression or DNA methylation, a natural extension was to examine whether disease risk loci had a detectable association with changes in expression of nearby transcripts. As these data sets have become larger, and available in disease relevant tissues, the results of these analyses have become more robust. Another step forward has come with the availability of single cell expression data. By examining whether the genes near GWA loci are enriched in certain tissues and cell types, one can begin to make inferences about the major tissues and cells through which genetic risk is mediated. In the context of PD, the latest work has revealed that brain tissue generally, and nigral neurons specifically, are critical in this aspect of the disease process. While this is perhaps to be expected, it contrasts quite strikingly to what has been observed in Alzheimer disease, where immune cells are a key effector of genetic risk.

Our search for genetic risk began without a realistic understanding of the contribution of common variability to disease. Again, methodology and data have combined to help clarify this position. The application of heritability estimation methods such as Genome-wide Complex Trait Analysis (GCTA) and Linkage Disequilibrium Score Regression (LDSC) have provided and refined our estimates of common variant heritability in PD, suggesting that 16--36% of the liability of disease is driven by common genetic variability \[[@ref011]\]. In effect this tells us the upper bounds of genetic discovery and, importantly genetic risk prediction.

Another increasingly popular extension of genetic risk, is through the application of Mendelian Randomization (MR). This method aims to examine the relationship between a modifiable trait and disease (in our case PD), using genetic variability for the trait as an instrumental variable (a more complete description here \[[@ref012]\]. Using this method it is possible to test whether a trait is causally associated with PD. MR has become increasingly popular over the last few years, in large part due to the growing amount of robust genetic association results and data \[[@ref013]\].

BEYOND RISK LOCI DETECTION {#sec0015}
==========================

Risk scores, prediction, pathways, progression, modifiers, and age at onset {#sec0020}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The IPDGC also made substantial progress beyond standard risk loci detection. Using as a basis the large IPDGC genetic datasets (currently including over 20,000 cases and 20,000 controls) multiple advanced analyses are performed to predict disease, assign more "function" or biology to GWAS loci and identifying potential disease relevant pathways. Shortly after the larger GWAS efforts a genetic risk score was generated based on the GWAS loci effect sizes. This genetic risk score has been identified to be useful in potential prediction of PD and including simple clinical tests such as a smell test high accuracy can be achieved \[[@ref014]\]. This genetic risk score is also negatively correlated with the age of onset of PD \[[@ref015]\] and interestingly certain variants appear to have a large effect on age of onset while others do not seem to influence age of onset \[[@ref016]\]. Similarly, some variants are associated with certain clinical features of PD \[[@ref017]\]. More large-scale pathway approaches have identified important roles of the lysosome \[[@ref019]\], endocytic membrane trafficking \[[@ref020]\] and the mitochondrial pathway \[[@ref021]\]. Another recent topic is penetrance or age of onset modifiers in carriers of *LRRK2* and *GBA* damaging variants. Where for *LRRK2* the GRS was shown to play a role in penetrance and age of onset \[[@ref022]\] and for *GBA* besides the GRS affecting penetrance and age of onset variants in close proximity to *CTSB* and *SNCA* were affecting penetrance \[[@ref024]\].

Causal rare variants {#sec0025}
--------------------

As we gained confidence in our ability to share large data, and as new methods became available, we began to explore sharing of data beyond array-based genotyping, to include targeted resequencing, whole exome sequencing, and genome sequencing. A principal component of this work has centered on new discovery, with the sharing of data leading to the identification of new genes or pathways associated with PD. In the context of rare, novel, disease causing mutations, the discovery of *VPS13C* mutations as a cause of young onset PD is the cardinal example of how collaboration within IPDGC, led by a founding member, Alexis Brice, facilitates discovery \[[@ref025]\]. Moreover, using IPDGC resources we were able to replicate findings such as the association between 22q11.2 and idiopathic PD disease \[[@ref026]\], *RAB39B* and PD \[[@ref027]\] and *GBA* variants and PD \[[@ref019]\]. Multiple projects inside the IPDGC are currently in progress on identifying novel causal rare variants in known and novel genes using aggregated exome sequencing and genome sequencing data.

Replicating emerging associations and mutations {#sec0030}
-----------------------------------------------

Because the data within IPDGC is both broad and deep an important role we play is to assess emerging mutations or variants associated with disease. Clearly, given the investment in time and resources for functional investigation of individual loci or variants, it is critical that these are investigated rigorously. The IPDGC supports this effort in three ways, through the provision of publicly available data, through the assessment of genes/variants upon request (\>10 such requests have been addressed by IPDGC), or by assessing variants after they are published. Rare variants in *ADORA1* \[[@ref029]\], *SNCA* (p.H50Q) \[[@ref030]\], *TMEM230* \[[@ref031]\], *EIF4G1* \[[@ref032]\], *LRRK2* (loss of function variants) \[[@ref033]\], *MC1R* (p.R160W) \[[@ref034]\], *CHCHD2* \[[@ref035]\], *ADH1C* \[[@ref036]\], *ARSA* \[[@ref037]\], and *LRP10* \[[@ref038]\] were all previously identified to be associated with "monogenic" forms of PD or high risk variants, however none of these results could be replicated in IPDGC data. Additionally common variants in PARK10 \[[@ref039]\] and multiple other associations with age of onset of PD \[[@ref016]\] were not replicated in IPDGC efforts. Similarly we have not been able to replicate the associations between vitamin D and PD \[[@ref040]\] and the causal relationship between urate levels and PD \[[@ref041]\]. While false negative replication can be a result of testing extremely rare variants (private mutations or single family) or may reflect population specific alterations, the relatively large sample series available through IPDGC does provide a frame of reference for such associations and suggest that these associations may represent false positives or very rare family-based or population specific effects.

Genetics based functional work {#sec0035}
------------------------------

More recently the IPDGC also has expanded its efforts to more functional follow-up of certain variants and genes of interest. One area that has been proven to be a complex issue is the functional follow-up and validation of GWAS loci. To better understand GWAS loci protein--protein interactions can help determine the most likely candidate for several GWAS loci. Using protein--protein interaction arrays, RAB29 (*RAB7L1)* was identified as a binding partner of LRRK2 therefore nominating RAB29 as primary candidate at the RAB29 locus \[[@ref042]\]. The previously mentioned discovery of the *VPS13C* mutations included extensive functional work \[[@ref025]\]. More recently an effort to identify novel autosomal recessive genes tested 27 genes that have homozygous or compound heterozygous loss-of-function variants in PD cases only. After extensive functional work 5 potential novel genes were nominated including again *VPS13C* \[[@ref043]\].

Creation of resources {#sec0040}
---------------------

Besides the genomic work the IPDGC has also been actively creating resources including the development genotyping array and browsable result pages. A potential confounding factor in GWAS and genetics is the introduction of multiple genotyping arrays with different "backbones". In order to standardize the genotyping arrays used in genetics research, the IPDGC started a collaboration with Illumina in 2014 to develop a neurodegenerative focused genotyping array with a large custom content named NeuroX \[[@ref044]\]. This array (and the custom content on other arrays) was widely used for neurodegenerative focused research. In 2017 this array was updated and was named NeuroChip (or Neuro Array) \[[@ref045]\]. The next version of our neurodegenerative focused array will be finalized in winter 2019, this array content will more thoroughly catalog risk variants both common and rare, as well as facilitate expanded studies across diverse ancestry groups often underrepresented in the literature.

Another important role the IPDGC has, is providing the research community with easy access result summaries that are usable and understandable to basic researchers, such as results from GWAS summary stats, from the MR studies \[[@ref013]\] (<https://pdgenetics.shinyapps.io/MRportal/>) and PD progression studies \[[@ref017]\] (<https://pdgenetics.shinyapps.io/pdprogmetagwasbrowser/>). Currently under development are the IPDGC sequencing browser and the IPDGC GWAS browser. In the IPDGC sequencing browser researchers can browse all variants identified in IPDGC derived sequencing data to allow quick lookup, scrutinize and assess potential pathogenic variants. The IPDGC GWAS browser is a community driven effort to nominate causal genes in GWAS loci based on public data to assist functional study design.

OUR FUTURE CHALLENGES {#sec0045}
=====================

At the end of each IPDGC meeting we typically spent the last couple of hours comprising a list of action items. These points range from short-term action points that are relatively easy to address in the following months to long-term, broad conceptual goals for the IPDGC and the field in general. Our current areas of focus stretch across four major themes: 1) expansion of the known genetic architecture of PD, 2) enabling and supporting genetic investigation in ancestrally diverse populations, 3) an investment in the collection of deeper phenotypic data, and 4) the creation of foundational resources to move from gene to function ([Fig. 2](#jpd-10-jpd191854-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Critically any new aims remain faithful to our original goals, to provide tools with which to develop treatments for this disease. Clearly these can be targets, precision patient stratification, trial ready cohorts, predictors of disease and progression, and leads for biomarkers. As discussed briefly above, we continue to engage our industry colleagues to understand their needs to move PD therapeutics forward.

![Overview of the past and future work of the IPDGC. WGS, whole-genome sequencing; MR, Mendelian Randomization.](jpd-10-jpd191854-g002){#jpd-10-jpd191854-g002}

Expanding the known genetic architecture {#sec0050}
----------------------------------------

Based on our work so far, we know that there is a considerable genetic component underlying PD that remains unidentified. In northern European ancestry individuals, there are ∼90 known risk loci, but these only represent 16--36% of the heritable component of disease. Experience from other disorders has shown that there continue to be significant returns on GWA as case numbers increase into the range of hundreds of thousands. These continued discoveries offer novel biological insights, directly highlighting new biological mechanisms and in this regard, we have clearly not yet reached a point at which we have mechanistic saturation (i.e. in the context of biology, nothing new is being learned). As sample sizes grow, we also increase our ability to define etiologic subtypes of disease, should they exist. By testing for genetic clustering of disease we can define whether there are etiologic/mechanistic differences among patients (as a simplistic example, do we see a lysosomal subgroup, or a mitochondrial subgroup). Clearly, such data also contributes to models of prediction and progression, which we will discuss below, however, we believe that these outcomes alone justify the continued investment in case ascertainment, assessment, and genotyping. Thus an action point for the IPDGC over the next period is to support an expansion of our current genome wide association work to include more than 100,000 patients.

Genetics in diverse ancestries {#sec0055}
------------------------------

As with the majority of diseases, most investment in human genetics research has been placed in studies of individuals of European Ancestry. There is a paucity of genetic data in patients outside of this ancestral group. Clearly, this must change. We have an obligation as a field to understand the basis of disease in different ancestral groups and genetics should be the beginning of that understanding. Knowing what differences exist between PD in different ancestral groups has the potential to inform us regarding individualized risk, the predominant underlying disease processes in different populations, and how treatment effectiveness may vary between individuals and ancestral groups. From a purely genetic perspective, combining information across populations facilitates a finer scale dissection of risk loci through trans-ethnic fine mapping, providing more certainty around the underlying biologically important variants and genes.

The importance of the dissection of genetic risk in non-European ancestry populations has led us to invest more in establishing research in underrepresented groups. With the support of the Michael J Fox Foundation for Parkinson's Research, the IPDGC has initiated large efforts in South East Asia and China, and across Africa. We are also working closely with collections centered in India (LUX-GIANT; Luxembourg-German-Indian Alliance on Neurodegenerative diseases and Therapeutics) and the well-established effort LARGE-PD (Latin American Research Consortium on the Genetics of Parkinson's Disease; <http://large-pd.org/>), led by Dr. Ignacio Mata ([Fig. 1](#jpd-10-jpd191854-g001){ref-type="fig"}). To facilitate research across populations we have been working with Illumina Inc. to create an affordable genotyping array that is capable of maximizing information across different ancestral groups. As with the previous arrays developed by us this commercial array will include a large number of neurological disease relevant variants; however, this time the array will be placed on the backbone of popular genotyping platforms such as the Multi-Ethnic Genotyping Array (MEGA) or the Global Screening Array (GSA) creating the power to assess both common and rare variants in diverse populations. Thus, in the first instance our approach will be to facilitate the generation of large-scale and unified genotyping data across diverse populations, with the explicit goals of 1) identifying genetic risk for PD in each population, 2) determining the differences in genetic architecture of PD between populations, and 3) combining data to fine map genetic risk loci. A limitation in this space is the lack of reference whole genome sequence data in certain groups, thus limiting the capacity to capture the genetic diversity in these underserved groups; we will contribute to filling this need by generating whole genome sequence in select ancestral groups.

Our view is that critical to the success of these global initiatives is the involvement of local stakeholders in the leadership and management of research efforts, in addition to providing training opportunities for local scientists and clinicians.

Advanced cohort building {#sec0060}
------------------------

Data generation within IPDGC is ongoing and accelerating. With this massive growth planned in both depth and breadth of data, new models of sharing and analyses become necessary. It is our goal to make as much participant level data, code and summary statistics available in as close to real time as possible. Additionally, supporting these centralized repositories with enough compute infrastructure to facilitate federated analysis methods from the large central data pool to integrate many smaller silos of data isolated by various logistic constraints will be necessary.

Our next phase of analyses will focus not only on just risk relating to case-control status but also on disease course, analyzing markers of progression on both the clinical and molecular levels. Precedence for this has been set by reports such as Iwaki et al 2019 \[[@ref017]\], illustrating the utility of large-scale data harmonization across over a dozen longitudinal studies of PD progression. This type of detailed clinical data coupled with multi-modal biomarker studies and various ^\*^-omics assays on the same study participants will exponentially increase our data complexity and hopefully yield new insights.

To maximize the utility of these complex datasets in our investigations of disease etiology, we will likely need to push past relying on current GWAS derived estimates of risk. While polygenic risk scoring works well for SNP based studies, integrating multiple data substrates and including various data silos in risk predictions will necessitate robust infrastructure and adoption of methods such as federated learning via neural networks to predict various aspects of disease course. Methods such as decomposition trees and other graph-based methods will help us identify subsets of disease that are more similar or more simply put, "predicting the flavors of parkinsonism." All of these methods are relatively new to biology but are well established in the business and/or technology sectors, with these new tools possibly helping us move down a path toward more efficient clinical trials and better therapeutic targets.

As these tools develop, we are likely to improve PD risk prediction in the general population, particularly when combined with pre-motor measures such as changes in olfaction and sleep, other measures including imaging, and, likely, biological markers. However, currently patients present to clinic with early PD and our challenge is to make an accurate diagnosis, to predict the future disease course and to modulate disease progress. The integration of clinical data with genetics is key to developing these approaches, with some progress already made in this regard \[[@ref014]\]. It is also likely that collaboration with industry and with large investigator led cohort studies will be central to success, and this has been a central theme of the last three IPDGC meetings.

The work on *GBA* variants and clinical phenotype serves to highlight the effect of variants in a single gene on age at onset, disease progression and disease phenotype, in this case the early development of cognitive impairment. It is likely that there are a series of genetically determined pathways, not yet discovered that will provide further insights into disease phenotype and may mandate different treatment approaches. Progression is of particular interest. There is a huge range in PD progression. It is likely that patients with rapid PD progression will have genetic determinants related to the spread of protein pathology from cell to cell, or to modulating factors such as neuro-inflammation and these may represent new therapeutic targets. Furthermore, predicting rate of progression will be important in balancing treatment/placebo arms in therapeutic trials and may reduce sample sizes needed in future clinical trials. We have modelled the effects of genetic bias in treatment arms in clinical trials \[[@ref046]\]. A further initiative is to collate genetic resources from ongoing drug trials to leverage high quality longitudinal data form clinical trials and to enable the study of genetic determinants of drug response and side effects.

Creating Parkinson disease resources for the research community {#sec0065}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Relative to other branches of research, the genetics of disease has become relatively straightforward. There is a clear and increasingly common path that yields predictable progress. Traveling this path and realizing the potential of the understanding you arrive at can be most efficiently supported through the creation of foundational resources for the research community. Most obviously the sharing of genetic data enables rapid progress and democratizes access to multimillion-dollar datasets. The discovery and dissemination of genetic findings is no longer the rate limiting step in our understanding of biology; however, the next step, translating maps to mechanisms to medicine (M2M2M), remains a significant challenge and one collectively recognized and prioritized by the global genetics community (<https://www.icda.bio/>). Another promising initiative is the Aligning Science Across Parkinson's (ASAP, <https://parkinsonsroadmap.org/>) \[[@ref047]\]. ASAP is aiming to build an international network of researchers to improve our understanding of the biology underlying Parkinson's disease and has a particular interest in the "Biology Of PD-associated Genetics".

The work of translating variant to function has been limited by methodological constraints that have necessitated traditional low-throughput dissection of the biology of genetic variation. Like genetics 15 years ago, there are a series of technological developments that mean a more systematic and unbiased effort can be undertaken to understand consequences of genetic risk; the development of induced pluripotent stem cells, gene editing, and single cell -omics, applied at scale, mean that variant to function is the likely space for the next transformative efforts in disease research. We believe that a critical need in this space is the development of foundation reference datasets and have therefore prioritized two projects, FOUNDIN-PD and the PD Single Cell Reference set.

The integration of genetics and single cell transcriptomics from human brain is beginning to reveal the biological context of risk variants. In PD, these data show a clear enrichment of genes from risk loci in dopaminergic neurons as well as in oligodendroglia \[[@ref007]\]; while this would suggest that modeling the biological effects of risk variants should be prioritized in these cell types, an important prerequisite is an understanding of the biological landscape of such cells, so that we can understand the biological fidelity of our models.

The FOUNDIN-PD project represents a pilot for translating PD risk variants to function. Within this study we have leveraged approximately 100 induced pluripotent stem cells generated from subjects within the longitudinal PD study Parkinson's Progression Markers Initiative (PPMI; <https://www.ppmi-info.org/>). Because there is extensive clinical, molecular, and genetic information on these lines, we are able to assess these lines in the context of diagnosis, simple genetic load (*LRRK2*, *SNCA*, *GBA* mutation) and also complex genetics through an assessment of genetic risk load. In FOUNDIN-PD, these lines are driven to a dopaminergic lineage, and then a series of molecular readouts generated assessing transcription, chromatin accessibility, DNA methylation, and the three-dimensional architecture of the genome. Importantly, these assays include single cell RNA sequencing and single cell ATAC sequencing, reducing the impact of cellular heterogeneity in our readouts. The output of this work will be a pilot reference dataset, that will ultimately allow the rapid lookup of the immediate effects of genetic variability (including disease linked variability) to biological function; clearly an extension of this capacity will be the revealing of the molecular networks that are at their core, the disease process.

SUMMARY {#sec0070}
=======

The field of PD genetics is one that has changed dramatically over the last 10 years. There has been an exponential growth in our appreciation of the genetic architecture of the disease, and a greater understanding of how to proceed with genetic prosecution of PD. Our future path promises to expand this work and leverage its clinical, mechanistic, and biological potential. Thus, while we believe the work of the IPDGC has had a significant and lasting impact on our field over the last ten years, we are even more excited by the course we have charted for the next decade.
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